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Section 1:
Hardware Setup:
Screw the adjustable adapter holder
to the back plate using the 1/ 4-20
knob provided.   
                                            

A�x prompter hood to the
back plate with the four press studs.   

 

Select the appropriate step ring adapter and 
attach to the camera lens threads. Remove 
the ring adapter from the back plate of the 
hood assembly by loosening the set screw. 
Attach the ring adapter to the step ring on 
the front of the camera. Now attach the 
camera assembly to the hood assembly by 
seating the adapter ring back into the back 
of the hood and tightening the set screw. 
Be sure that the adapter ring is securely seeded 
under the lip in the back plate of the hood.
Note: Please make sure screw is tight. Do not over tighten.   

The trapezoidal mirror has a green dot on the one side. 
This side should be facing out from the camera when installed. 
Add the trapezoidal mirror to the inside of the hood assembly 
by �rst placing the short side of the glass on top of the shelf in 
the back of the unit. Keeping the glass seated on this edge, lift 
the front edge of the glass and �rmly press together the hook 
and loop fastener. Be sure that the hook and loop is engaged 
all the way across the top of the mirror.
Note:  Make sure green do is facing out.  

Mirror Removal: Slid glass removal tool between 
the hook and loop along the top of the hood 
and hold with other hand so mirror doesn’t 
fall and break.
  

t e l e p r o m p t e r s

Identifying All Parts for the PW-04:
A = Hood
B = Back Plate
C = Trapezoidal Mirror
D = Wireless Controller
E = 1/4-20 Knob
F = Adjustable Holder
G = 43mm Ring Adaptor (mounted in back plate)
H = 4 Step Rings:  46mmm,40.5mm, 37mm and 30.5mm)
I = USB Power Cable for Remote
J = Glass Removal Tool

 Set up instructions for the PromptWare™ PW-04,
PromptWare PLUS™ Software and PW-REMOTE

For Apple Devices

Section 2:
PromptWare PLUS

Before installing your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or Smart Phone into 
the adjustable clip, download the PromptWare PLUS™ app from the 
appropriate market. This is a free App from iTunes or the Android Market.

Once the correct app is downloaded 
to your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or 
Smart Phone:Tap on the Listec 
PromptWare PLUS icon   

This will bring up the Scripts page
Note: The Welcome to PromptWare Plus is just a demo script. If you would like to delete, just tap on script and a popup 
menu will come up. Hit Delete and then Yes.
     

Inserting and Editing Scripts:
There are a couple of di�erent ways to start bringing in your scripts to the PromptWare PLUS Software

You can tap the + sign in the upper right hand corner and type your scripts directly into the Edit Script Screen. Then tap 
Save. This will save direct to your Scripts.
 

     

Inserting Scripts via E-Mail Copy and Paste/Typing Scripts into Software and iTunes File Sharing:

You will need an E-Mail account set-up into your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone. Make sure it is set-up to the internet/Wi-Fi or 
your service provider. Once this is complete, you are ready to send your script to your 
E-Mail account. (Note: �les are a .TXT)

Using the Copy and Paste feature, you can transfer your script from the inbox to the PromptWare PLUS 
application. To do this, pressing down and holding at the top of the script in your E-Mail until you see a 
bubble then releasing and selection “Select All”, then tap “Copy”.

Now open the PromptWare PLUS™ application, tap the + sign (top right on the main Scripts page) give the 
script a Title, tap in the Script Text box and tap “Paste”, the “Save” this will load your script into the Script Page. (There is a 
link to a comprehensive video tutorial on how to do copy and paste on the Ti�en web site).
     

   

You can also type your scripts directly into the PromptWare PLUS™ Software
Tap the + sign in right hand corner, your Edit Script page will come up with the curser blinking in the Title. Enter your 
Script name; once this is completed tap in the Script Text box and start typing your script, then tap Save. After the script 
has been Saved it will go right to the Scripts Page.

       

The PromptWare PLUS™ Software will also allow you to use iTunes 
File Sharing:(For the iPod Touch/iPad and iPhones)

Make sure your devise is plugged into your computer that has 
iTunes installed on. This will take a couple of seconds for the 
device and iTunes to Sync.

Click on your device, along the top of the menu click on apps, 
scroll down to “File Sharing”, click on PromptWare, click on the 
add and open the �le you have the scripts saved in and drag into 
the “PromptWare Documents” then click on “Sync”. Once the “Sync” 
is completed your script will now be installed in the PromptWare 
PLUS™ Scripts page.

 

Start Prompting:
Tap on the PromptWare       Tap on the script that you            Then tap on Start                           The script will start prompting
PLUS™ Software App.            would like to prompt
       

Using the Touch Screen to Control Script if no Wireless Remote is being used:
If “Auto Start” feature is enabled your script will start scrolling automatically. If “Auto Start” is disabled you will need to tap 
the screen once to start the script scrolling. 
     

To pause the script, tap the screen once, to resume tap once more. 
To stop prompting pause the script and then tap the “Return” icon 
at the top right of the screen. This is the box with the arrow coming out.
 

Editing Scripts:
From the Script page tap on the script you would like to “Edit”
Place the curse by tapping the script were the changes need to be made, make the changes that are required and tap 
“Save” up in right hand corner.  The script then will be saved back in the Script page.
     

Prompting Settings:
Display Settings
There are four di�erent settings Display Settings, Prompting Settings, Start Settings and Remote Settings
To set just tap on the screen of our choice.

Font Name: There are Font Size: 12 to 120. Font Color:  There are (7) Background Color:  There are 
 (7) di�erent choices.   di�erent colors to select. (7) di�erent colors to select.
 

 

 

 

Scrolling Speed:  If you have not purchased the PW-04 Hardware Kit or the 
PW-04REMOTE this is how you would control your script speed by a �xed setting. 1 
would equal Slow and 10 would equal fast.

 
Slow Time/Fast Time (secs):  The speed of the script can be �ne turned by 
utilizing the “Slow Time” (settings from 4 to 79) and the “Fast Time”(setting 
from 1 to 17) options. This will allow you to input the slowest and the fastest 
times that it takes the “Talent” to read one screen of text. For example:  If at the 
given font size the “Talent” takes between 3 and 5 seconds to read a complete 
screen of text you can then set the “Slow Time” to 3 and the “ Fast Time” to 5, 
then any adjustment to the speed made with the remote control will be 
increments between these two speeds.

   

Justi�cation: There are 3 di�erent setting Left, Center or Right. This is how you would like for your scripts to appear when 
in prompt mode
 

Start Settings: There are two di�erent settings-Auto Start-this will allow the script to start scrolling if “Yes” is checked, If 
“No” is check the once to you start your script if will be in pause mode. You would then have to tap the screen to start the 
scrolling. Start Delay only works if you have Auto Start set to “Yes”, this works just like a countdown clock. This has a 0 
second to a 10 second delay

 

Remote Settings:  This is so you can select your PW-REMOTE (Wireless)
 
(The Wired controller is another option that is available to purchase)

Break Marker:  This is a character embedded into your script that will allow you to jump to certain points within your 
scripts via using your wireless remote. (< > keys)  The default setting is *#. If you would like to customize this setting-Tap 
on the Break Marker to make your changes. Hit the back space key to clear the default setting and type in the commands 
you prefer utilizing. When scripts are being prepared and jumping to certain points are required insert your commands 
into your scripts. 

     

Screen Setups are a di�erent layout between the iPod Touch 
and the iPad. Once you have opened the PromptWare PLUS™ 
Software below is the layout of the main menu screen. All of 
the settings are the same as the iPod Touch. (Please see above 
for de�nitions.)
 

To start prompting tap on 
box with arrow coming out 
and start.
 

Section 3:
PW-REMOTE:  Wireless Controller
How to turn on the Bluetooth on your devise- go to Settings- General-Bluetooth-turn on. Turn on your PW-REMOTE; the 
Orange LED will light for 2 seconds. Click the Pair/Connect button at top left corner. The Orange LED will blink intermit-
tently. (Now the Remote is under pairing stat and waiting for connection with your device). When prompted type in the 
numbered digits requested and press “ENTER”. The remote now should be connected with your devise. 
(See diagram for key locations)

Key Pad Features:
 

Note:  For Break Marker to work prompting must be in Pause.

PW-REMOTE Overview:
• Battery will discharge if stored for a long period of time without use.
• Use the supplied USB charger lead to charge remote. Red LED light will go out when fully charged
• Suitable temp:  -10c to +55c
• Operating Range:  <10m (32 feet)
• Operating Voltage:  3.3v
• Operating Current: <80mA
• Charge Voltage:  4.2v-5.05v
• Charge Current:  <300mA

Troubleshooting for REMOTE:
• Batteries and polarity OK
• Power switch is ON
• Bluetooth enabled
• Connection is finished

If you would like to lock your devise so it doesn’t automatic �ip while prompting:
Before you start Prompting-Push the home button twice and scroll your icons until you come to the lock icon. Tap on the 
Portrait OrentationUnlocked to lock. If you would like to unlock then tap icon again.  To get out once you have locked or 
unlocked push the home button.

 

Maintenance:
If you need further assistance please go to ListecPWSupport@ti�en.com
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Section 1:
Hardware Setup:
Screw the adjustable adapter holder
to the back plate using the 1/ 4-20
knob provided.   
                                            

A�x prompter hood to the
back plate with the four press studs.   

 

Select the appropriate step ring adapter and 
attach to the camera lens threads. Remove 
the ring adapter from the back plate of the 
hood assembly by loosening the set screw. 
Attach the ring adapter to the step ring on 
the front of the camera. Now attach the 
camera assembly to the hood assembly by 
seating the adapter ring back into the back 
of the hood and tightening the set screw. 
Be sure that the adapter ring is securely seeded 
under the lip in the back plate of the hood.
Note: Please make sure screw is tight. Do not over tighten.   

The trapezoidal mirror has a green dot on the one side. 
This side should be facing out from the camera when installed. 
Add the trapezoidal mirror to the inside of the hood assembly 
by �rst placing the short side of the glass on top of the shelf in 
the back of the unit. Keeping the glass seated on this edge, lift 
the front edge of the glass and �rmly press together the hook 
and loop fastener. Be sure that the hook and loop is engaged 
all the way across the top of the mirror.
Note:  Make sure green do is facing out.  

Mirror Removal: Slid glass removal tool between 
the hook and loop along the top of the hood 
and hold with other hand so mirror doesn’t 
fall and break.
  

Section 2:
PromptWare PLUS

Before installing your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or Smart Phone into 
the adjustable clip, download the PromptWare PLUS™ app from the 
appropriate market. This is a free App from iTunes or the Android Market.

Once the correct app is downloaded 
to your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or 
Smart Phone:Tap on the Listec 
PromptWare PLUS icon   

This will bring up the Scripts page
Note: The Welcome to PromptWare Plus is just a demo script. If you would like to delete, just tap on script and a popup 
menu will come up. Hit Delete and then Yes.
     

Inserting and Editing Scripts:
There are a couple of di�erent ways to start bringing in your scripts to the PromptWare PLUS Software

You can tap the + sign in the upper right hand corner and type your scripts directly into the Edit Script Screen. Then tap 
Save. This will save direct to your Scripts.
 

     

Inserting Scripts via E-Mail Copy and Paste/Typing Scripts into Software and iTunes File Sharing:

You will need an E-Mail account set-up into your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone. Make sure it is set-up to the internet/Wi-Fi or 
your service provider. Once this is complete, you are ready to send your script to your 
E-Mail account. (Note: �les are a .TXT)

Using the Copy and Paste feature, you can transfer your script from the inbox to the PromptWare PLUS 
application. To do this, pressing down and holding at the top of the script in your E-Mail until you see a 
bubble then releasing and selection “Select All”, then tap “Copy”.

Now open the PromptWare PLUS™ application, tap the + sign (top right on the main Scripts page) give the 
script a Title, tap in the Script Text box and tap “Paste”, the “Save” this will load your script into the Script Page. (There is a 
link to a comprehensive video tutorial on how to do copy and paste on the Ti�en web site).
     

   

You can also type your scripts directly into the PromptWare PLUS™ Software
Tap the + sign in right hand corner, your Edit Script page will come up with the curser blinking in the Title. Enter your 
Script name; once this is completed tap in the Script Text box and start typing your script, then tap Save. After the script 
has been Saved it will go right to the Scripts Page.

       

1

The PromptWare PLUS™ Software will also allow you to use iTunes 
File Sharing:(For the iPod Touch/iPad and iPhones)

Make sure your devise is plugged into your computer that has 
iTunes installed on. This will take a couple of seconds for the 
device and iTunes to Sync.

Click on your device, along the top of the menu click on apps, 
scroll down to “File Sharing”, click on PromptWare, click on the 
add and open the �le you have the scripts saved in and drag into 
the “PromptWare Documents” then click on “Sync”. Once the “Sync” 
is completed your script will now be installed in the PromptWare 
PLUS™ Scripts page.

 

Start Prompting:
Tap on the PromptWare       Tap on the script that you            Then tap on Start                           The script will start prompting
PLUS™ Software App.            would like to prompt
       

Using the Touch Screen to Control Script if no Wireless Remote is being used:
If “Auto Start” feature is enabled your script will start scrolling automatically. If “Auto Start” is disabled you will need to tap 
the screen once to start the script scrolling. 
     

To pause the script, tap the screen once, to resume tap once more. 
To stop prompting pause the script and then tap the “Return” icon 
at the top right of the screen. This is the box with the arrow coming out.
 

Editing Scripts:
From the Script page tap on the script you would like to “Edit”
Place the curse by tapping the script were the changes need to be made, make the changes that are required and tap 
“Save” up in right hand corner.  The script then will be saved back in the Script page.
     

Prompting Settings:
Display Settings
There are four di�erent settings Display Settings, Prompting Settings, Start Settings and Remote Settings
To set just tap on the screen of our choice.

Font Name: There are Font Size: 12 to 120. Font Color:  There are (7) Background Color:  There are 
 (7) di�erent choices.   di�erent colors to select. (7) di�erent colors to select.
 

 

 

 

Scrolling Speed:  If you have not purchased the PW-04 Hardware Kit or the 
PW-04REMOTE this is how you would control your script speed by a �xed setting. 1 
would equal Slow and 10 would equal fast.

 
Slow Time/Fast Time (secs):  The speed of the script can be �ne turned by 
utilizing the “Slow Time” (settings from 4 to 79) and the “Fast Time”(setting 
from 1 to 17) options. This will allow you to input the slowest and the fastest 
times that it takes the “Talent” to read one screen of text. For example:  If at the 
given font size the “Talent” takes between 3 and 5 seconds to read a complete 
screen of text you can then set the “Slow Time” to 3 and the “ Fast Time” to 5, 
then any adjustment to the speed made with the remote control will be 
increments between these two speeds.

   

Justi�cation: There are 3 di�erent setting Left, Center or Right. This is how you would like for your scripts to appear when 
in prompt mode
 

Start Settings: There are two di�erent settings-Auto Start-this will allow the script to start scrolling if “Yes” is checked, If 
“No” is check the once to you start your script if will be in pause mode. You would then have to tap the screen to start the 
scrolling. Start Delay only works if you have Auto Start set to “Yes”, this works just like a countdown clock. This has a 0 
second to a 10 second delay

 

Remote Settings:  This is so you can select your PW-REMOTE (Wireless)
 
(The Wired controller is another option that is available to purchase)

Break Marker:  This is a character embedded into your script that will allow you to jump to certain points within your 
scripts via using your wireless remote. (< > keys)  The default setting is *#. If you would like to customize this setting-Tap 
on the Break Marker to make your changes. Hit the back space key to clear the default setting and type in the commands 
you prefer utilizing. When scripts are being prepared and jumping to certain points are required insert your commands 
into your scripts. 

     

Screen Setups are a di�erent layout between the iPod Touch 
and the iPad. Once you have opened the PromptWare PLUS™ 
Software below is the layout of the main menu screen. All of 
the settings are the same as the iPod Touch. (Please see above 
for de�nitions.)
 

To start prompting tap on 
box with arrow coming out 
and start.
 

Section 3:
PW-REMOTE:  Wireless Controller
How to turn on the Bluetooth on your devise- go to Settings- General-Bluetooth-turn on. Turn on your PW-REMOTE; the 
Orange LED will light for 2 seconds. Click the Pair/Connect button at top left corner. The Orange LED will blink intermit-
tently. (Now the Remote is under pairing stat and waiting for connection with your device). When prompted type in the 
numbered digits requested and press “ENTER”. The remote now should be connected with your devise. 
(See diagram for key locations)

Key Pad Features:
 

Note:  For Break Marker to work prompting must be in Pause.

PW-REMOTE Overview:
• Battery will discharge if stored for a long period of time without use.
• Use the supplied USB charger lead to charge remote. Red LED light will go out when fully charged
• Suitable temp:  -10c to +55c
• Operating Range:  <10m (32 feet)
• Operating Voltage:  3.3v
• Operating Current: <80mA
• Charge Voltage:  4.2v-5.05v
• Charge Current:  <300mA

Troubleshooting for REMOTE:
• Batteries and polarity OK
• Power switch is ON
• Bluetooth enabled
• Connection is finished

If you would like to lock your devise so it doesn’t automatic �ip while prompting:
Before you start Prompting-Push the home button twice and scroll your icons until you come to the lock icon. Tap on the 
Portrait OrentationUnlocked to lock. If you would like to unlock then tap icon again.  To get out once you have locked or 
unlocked push the home button.

 

Maintenance:
If you need further assistance please go to ListecPWSupport@ti�en.com
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Section 1:
Hardware Setup:
Screw the adjustable adapter holder
to the back plate using the 1/ 4-20
knob provided.   
                                            

A�x prompter hood to the
back plate with the four press studs.   

 

Select the appropriate step ring adapter and 
attach to the camera lens threads. Remove 
the ring adapter from the back plate of the 
hood assembly by loosening the set screw. 
Attach the ring adapter to the step ring on 
the front of the camera. Now attach the 
camera assembly to the hood assembly by 
seating the adapter ring back into the back 
of the hood and tightening the set screw. 
Be sure that the adapter ring is securely seeded 
under the lip in the back plate of the hood.
Note: Please make sure screw is tight. Do not over tighten.   

The trapezoidal mirror has a green dot on the one side. 
This side should be facing out from the camera when installed. 
Add the trapezoidal mirror to the inside of the hood assembly 
by �rst placing the short side of the glass on top of the shelf in 
the back of the unit. Keeping the glass seated on this edge, lift 
the front edge of the glass and �rmly press together the hook 
and loop fastener. Be sure that the hook and loop is engaged 
all the way across the top of the mirror.
Note:  Make sure green do is facing out.  

Mirror Removal: Slid glass removal tool between 
the hook and loop along the top of the hood 
and hold with other hand so mirror doesn’t 
fall and break.
  

Section 2:
PromptWare PLUS

Before installing your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or Smart Phone into 
the adjustable clip, download the PromptWare PLUS™ app from the 
appropriate market. This is a free App from iTunes or the Android Market.

Once the correct app is downloaded 
to your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or 
Smart Phone:Tap on the Listec 
PromptWare PLUS icon   

This will bring up the Scripts page
Note: The Welcome to PromptWare Plus is just a demo script. If you would like to delete, just tap on script and a popup 
menu will come up. Hit Delete and then Yes.
     

Inserting and Editing Scripts:
There are a couple of di�erent ways to start bringing in your scripts to the PromptWare PLUS Software

You can tap the + sign in the upper right hand corner and type your scripts directly into the Edit Script Screen. Then tap 
Save. This will save direct to your Scripts.
 

     

Inserting Scripts via E-Mail Copy and Paste/Typing Scripts into Software and iTunes File Sharing:

You will need an E-Mail account set-up into your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone. Make sure it is set-up to the internet/Wi-Fi or 
your service provider. Once this is complete, you are ready to send your script to your 
E-Mail account. (Note: �les are a .TXT)

Using the Copy and Paste feature, you can transfer your script from the inbox to the PromptWare PLUS 
application. To do this, pressing down and holding at the top of the script in your E-Mail until you see a 
bubble then releasing and selection “Select All”, then tap “Copy”.

Now open the PromptWare PLUS™ application, tap the + sign (top right on the main Scripts page) give the 
script a Title, tap in the Script Text box and tap “Paste”, the “Save” this will load your script into the Script Page. (There is a 
link to a comprehensive video tutorial on how to do copy and paste on the Ti�en web site).
     

   

You can also type your scripts directly into the PromptWare PLUS™ Software
Tap the + sign in right hand corner, your Edit Script page will come up with the curser blinking in the Title. Enter your 
Script name; once this is completed tap in the Script Text box and start typing your script, then tap Save. After the script 
has been Saved it will go right to the Scripts Page.

       

2

The PromptWare PLUS™ Software will also allow you to use iTunes 
File Sharing:(For the iPod Touch/iPad and iPhones)

Make sure your devise is plugged into your computer that has 
iTunes installed on. This will take a couple of seconds for the 
device and iTunes to Sync.

Click on your device, along the top of the menu click on apps, 
scroll down to “File Sharing”, click on PromptWare, click on the 
add and open the �le you have the scripts saved in and drag into 
the “PromptWare Documents” then click on “Sync”. Once the “Sync” 
is completed your script will now be installed in the PromptWare 
PLUS™ Scripts page.

 

Start Prompting:
Tap on the PromptWare       Tap on the script that you            Then tap on Start                           The script will start prompting
PLUS™ Software App.            would like to prompt
       

Using the Touch Screen to Control Script if no Wireless Remote is being used:
If “Auto Start” feature is enabled your script will start scrolling automatically. If “Auto Start” is disabled you will need to tap 
the screen once to start the script scrolling. 
     

To pause the script, tap the screen once, to resume tap once more. 
To stop prompting pause the script and then tap the “Return” icon 
at the top right of the screen. This is the box with the arrow coming out.
 

Editing Scripts:
From the Script page tap on the script you would like to “Edit”
Place the curse by tapping the script were the changes need to be made, make the changes that are required and tap 
“Save” up in right hand corner.  The script then will be saved back in the Script page.
     

Prompting Settings:
Display Settings
There are four di�erent settings Display Settings, Prompting Settings, Start Settings and Remote Settings
To set just tap on the screen of our choice.

Font Name: There are Font Size: 12 to 120. Font Color:  There are (7) Background Color:  There are 
 (7) di�erent choices.   di�erent colors to select. (7) di�erent colors to select.
 

 

 

 

Scrolling Speed:  If you have not purchased the PW-04 Hardware Kit or the 
PW-04REMOTE this is how you would control your script speed by a �xed setting. 1 
would equal Slow and 10 would equal fast.

 
Slow Time/Fast Time (secs):  The speed of the script can be �ne turned by 
utilizing the “Slow Time” (settings from 4 to 79) and the “Fast Time”(setting 
from 1 to 17) options. This will allow you to input the slowest and the fastest 
times that it takes the “Talent” to read one screen of text. For example:  If at the 
given font size the “Talent” takes between 3 and 5 seconds to read a complete 
screen of text you can then set the “Slow Time” to 3 and the “ Fast Time” to 5, 
then any adjustment to the speed made with the remote control will be 
increments between these two speeds.

   

Justi�cation: There are 3 di�erent setting Left, Center or Right. This is how you would like for your scripts to appear when 
in prompt mode
 

Start Settings: There are two di�erent settings-Auto Start-this will allow the script to start scrolling if “Yes” is checked, If 
“No” is check the once to you start your script if will be in pause mode. You would then have to tap the screen to start the 
scrolling. Start Delay only works if you have Auto Start set to “Yes”, this works just like a countdown clock. This has a 0 
second to a 10 second delay

 

Remote Settings:  This is so you can select your PW-REMOTE (Wireless)
 
(The Wired controller is another option that is available to purchase)

Break Marker:  This is a character embedded into your script that will allow you to jump to certain points within your 
scripts via using your wireless remote. (< > keys)  The default setting is *#. If you would like to customize this setting-Tap 
on the Break Marker to make your changes. Hit the back space key to clear the default setting and type in the commands 
you prefer utilizing. When scripts are being prepared and jumping to certain points are required insert your commands 
into your scripts. 

     

Screen Setups are a di�erent layout between the iPod Touch 
and the iPad. Once you have opened the PromptWare PLUS™ 
Software below is the layout of the main menu screen. All of 
the settings are the same as the iPod Touch. (Please see above 
for de�nitions.)
 

To start prompting tap on 
box with arrow coming out 
and start.
 

Section 3:
PW-REMOTE:  Wireless Controller
How to turn on the Bluetooth on your devise- go to Settings- General-Bluetooth-turn on. Turn on your PW-REMOTE; the 
Orange LED will light for 2 seconds. Click the Pair/Connect button at top left corner. The Orange LED will blink intermit-
tently. (Now the Remote is under pairing stat and waiting for connection with your device). When prompted type in the 
numbered digits requested and press “ENTER”. The remote now should be connected with your devise. 
(See diagram for key locations)

Key Pad Features:
 

Note:  For Break Marker to work prompting must be in Pause.

PW-REMOTE Overview:
• Battery will discharge if stored for a long period of time without use.
• Use the supplied USB charger lead to charge remote. Red LED light will go out when fully charged
• Suitable temp:  -10c to +55c
• Operating Range:  <10m (32 feet)
• Operating Voltage:  3.3v
• Operating Current: <80mA
• Charge Voltage:  4.2v-5.05v
• Charge Current:  <300mA

Troubleshooting for REMOTE:
• Batteries and polarity OK
• Power switch is ON
• Bluetooth enabled
• Connection is finished

If you would like to lock your devise so it doesn’t automatic �ip while prompting:
Before you start Prompting-Push the home button twice and scroll your icons until you come to the lock icon. Tap on the 
Portrait OrentationUnlocked to lock. If you would like to unlock then tap icon again.  To get out once you have locked or 
unlocked push the home button.

 

Maintenance:
If you need further assistance please go to ListecPWSupport@ti�en.com
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Section 1:
Hardware Setup:
Screw the adjustable adapter holder
to the back plate using the 1/ 4-20
knob provided.   
                                            

A�x prompter hood to the
back plate with the four press studs.   

 

Select the appropriate step ring adapter and 
attach to the camera lens threads. Remove 
the ring adapter from the back plate of the 
hood assembly by loosening the set screw. 
Attach the ring adapter to the step ring on 
the front of the camera. Now attach the 
camera assembly to the hood assembly by 
seating the adapter ring back into the back 
of the hood and tightening the set screw. 
Be sure that the adapter ring is securely seeded 
under the lip in the back plate of the hood.
Note: Please make sure screw is tight. Do not over tighten.   

The trapezoidal mirror has a green dot on the one side. 
This side should be facing out from the camera when installed. 
Add the trapezoidal mirror to the inside of the hood assembly 
by �rst placing the short side of the glass on top of the shelf in 
the back of the unit. Keeping the glass seated on this edge, lift 
the front edge of the glass and �rmly press together the hook 
and loop fastener. Be sure that the hook and loop is engaged 
all the way across the top of the mirror.
Note:  Make sure green do is facing out.  

Mirror Removal: Slid glass removal tool between 
the hook and loop along the top of the hood 
and hold with other hand so mirror doesn’t 
fall and break.
  

Section 2:
PromptWare PLUS

Before installing your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or Smart Phone into 
the adjustable clip, download the PromptWare PLUS™ app from the 
appropriate market. This is a free App from iTunes or the Android Market.

Once the correct app is downloaded 
to your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or 
Smart Phone:Tap on the Listec 
PromptWare PLUS icon   

This will bring up the Scripts page
Note: The Welcome to PromptWare Plus is just a demo script. If you would like to delete, just tap on script and a popup 
menu will come up. Hit Delete and then Yes.
     

Inserting and Editing Scripts:
There are a couple of di�erent ways to start bringing in your scripts to the PromptWare PLUS Software

You can tap the + sign in the upper right hand corner and type your scripts directly into the Edit Script Screen. Then tap 
Save. This will save direct to your Scripts.
 

     

Inserting Scripts via E-Mail Copy and Paste/Typing Scripts into Software and iTunes File Sharing:

You will need an E-Mail account set-up into your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone. Make sure it is set-up to the internet/Wi-Fi or 
your service provider. Once this is complete, you are ready to send your script to your 
E-Mail account. (Note: �les are a .TXT)

Using the Copy and Paste feature, you can transfer your script from the inbox to the PromptWare PLUS 
application. To do this, pressing down and holding at the top of the script in your E-Mail until you see a 
bubble then releasing and selection “Select All”, then tap “Copy”.

Now open the PromptWare PLUS™ application, tap the + sign (top right on the main Scripts page) give the 
script a Title, tap in the Script Text box and tap “Paste”, the “Save” this will load your script into the Script Page. (There is a 
link to a comprehensive video tutorial on how to do copy and paste on the Ti�en web site).
     

   

You can also type your scripts directly into the PromptWare PLUS™ Software
Tap the + sign in right hand corner, your Edit Script page will come up with the curser blinking in the Title. Enter your 
Script name; once this is completed tap in the Script Text box and start typing your script, then tap Save. After the script 
has been Saved it will go right to the Scripts Page.
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The PromptWare PLUS™ Software will also allow you to use iTunes 
File Sharing:(For the iPod Touch/iPad and iPhones)

Make sure your devise is plugged into your computer that has 
iTunes installed on. This will take a couple of seconds for the 
device and iTunes to Sync.

Click on your device, along the top of the menu click on apps, 
scroll down to “File Sharing”, click on PromptWare, click on the 
add and open the �le you have the scripts saved in and drag into 
the “PromptWare Documents” then click on “Sync”. Once the “Sync” 
is completed your script will now be installed in the PromptWare 
PLUS™ Scripts page.

 

Start Prompting:
Tap on the PromptWare       Tap on the script that you            Then tap on Start                           The script will start prompting
PLUS™ Software App.            would like to prompt
       

Using the Touch Screen to Control Script if no Wireless Remote is being used:
If “Auto Start” feature is enabled your script will start scrolling automatically. If “Auto Start” is disabled you will need to tap 
the screen once to start the script scrolling. 
     

To pause the script, tap the screen once, to resume tap once more. 
To stop prompting pause the script and then tap the “Return” icon 
at the top right of the screen. This is the box with the arrow coming out.
 

Editing Scripts:
From the Script page tap on the script you would like to “Edit”
Place the curse by tapping the script were the changes need to be made, make the changes that are required and tap 
“Save” up in right hand corner.  The script then will be saved back in the Script page.
     

Prompting Settings:
Display Settings
There are four di�erent settings Display Settings, Prompting Settings, Start Settings and Remote Settings
To set just tap on the screen of our choice.

Font Name: There are Font Size: 12 to 120. Font Color:  There are (7) Background Color:  There are 
 (7) di�erent choices.   di�erent colors to select. (7) di�erent colors to select.
 

 

 

 

Scrolling Speed:  If you have not purchased the PW-04 Hardware Kit or the 
PW-04REMOTE this is how you would control your script speed by a �xed setting. 1 
would equal Slow and 10 would equal fast.

 
Slow Time/Fast Time (secs):  The speed of the script can be �ne turned by 
utilizing the “Slow Time” (settings from 4 to 79) and the “Fast Time”(setting 
from 1 to 17) options. This will allow you to input the slowest and the fastest 
times that it takes the “Talent” to read one screen of text. For example:  If at the 
given font size the “Talent” takes between 3 and 5 seconds to read a complete 
screen of text you can then set the “Slow Time” to 3 and the “ Fast Time” to 5, 
then any adjustment to the speed made with the remote control will be 
increments between these two speeds.

   

Justi�cation: There are 3 di�erent setting Left, Center or Right. This is how you would like for your scripts to appear when 
in prompt mode
 

Start Settings: There are two di�erent settings-Auto Start-this will allow the script to start scrolling if “Yes” is checked, If 
“No” is check the once to you start your script if will be in pause mode. You would then have to tap the screen to start the 
scrolling. Start Delay only works if you have Auto Start set to “Yes”, this works just like a countdown clock. This has a 0 
second to a 10 second delay

 

Remote Settings:  This is so you can select your PW-REMOTE (Wireless)
 
(The Wired controller is another option that is available to purchase)

Break Marker:  This is a character embedded into your script that will allow you to jump to certain points within your 
scripts via using your wireless remote. (< > keys)  The default setting is *#. If you would like to customize this setting-Tap 
on the Break Marker to make your changes. Hit the back space key to clear the default setting and type in the commands 
you prefer utilizing. When scripts are being prepared and jumping to certain points are required insert your commands 
into your scripts. 

     

Screen Setups are a di�erent layout between the iPod Touch 
and the iPad. Once you have opened the PromptWare PLUS™ 
Software below is the layout of the main menu screen. All of 
the settings are the same as the iPod Touch. (Please see above 
for de�nitions.)
 

To start prompting tap on 
box with arrow coming out 
and start.
 

Section 3:
PW-REMOTE:  Wireless Controller
How to turn on the Bluetooth on your devise- go to Settings- General-Bluetooth-turn on. Turn on your PW-REMOTE; the 
Orange LED will light for 2 seconds. Click the Pair/Connect button at top left corner. The Orange LED will blink intermit-
tently. (Now the Remote is under pairing stat and waiting for connection with your device). When prompted type in the 
numbered digits requested and press “ENTER”. The remote now should be connected with your devise. 
(See diagram for key locations)

Key Pad Features:
 

Note:  For Break Marker to work prompting must be in Pause.

PW-REMOTE Overview:
• Battery will discharge if stored for a long period of time without use.
• Use the supplied USB charger lead to charge remote. Red LED light will go out when fully charged
• Suitable temp:  -10c to +55c
• Operating Range:  <10m (32 feet)
• Operating Voltage:  3.3v
• Operating Current: <80mA
• Charge Voltage:  4.2v-5.05v
• Charge Current:  <300mA

Troubleshooting for REMOTE:
• Batteries and polarity OK
• Power switch is ON
• Bluetooth enabled
• Connection is finished

If you would like to lock your devise so it doesn’t automatic �ip while prompting:
Before you start Prompting-Push the home button twice and scroll your icons until you come to the lock icon. Tap on the 
Portrait OrentationUnlocked to lock. If you would like to unlock then tap icon again.  To get out once you have locked or 
unlocked push the home button.

 

Maintenance:
If you need further assistance please go to ListecPWSupport@ti�en.com
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Section 1:
Hardware Setup:
Screw the adjustable adapter holder
to the back plate using the 1/ 4-20
knob provided.   
                                            

A�x prompter hood to the
back plate with the four press studs.   

 

Select the appropriate step ring adapter and 
attach to the camera lens threads. Remove 
the ring adapter from the back plate of the 
hood assembly by loosening the set screw. 
Attach the ring adapter to the step ring on 
the front of the camera. Now attach the 
camera assembly to the hood assembly by 
seating the adapter ring back into the back 
of the hood and tightening the set screw. 
Be sure that the adapter ring is securely seeded 
under the lip in the back plate of the hood.
Note: Please make sure screw is tight. Do not over tighten.   

The trapezoidal mirror has a green dot on the one side. 
This side should be facing out from the camera when installed. 
Add the trapezoidal mirror to the inside of the hood assembly 
by �rst placing the short side of the glass on top of the shelf in 
the back of the unit. Keeping the glass seated on this edge, lift 
the front edge of the glass and �rmly press together the hook 
and loop fastener. Be sure that the hook and loop is engaged 
all the way across the top of the mirror.
Note:  Make sure green do is facing out.  

Mirror Removal: Slid glass removal tool between 
the hook and loop along the top of the hood 
and hold with other hand so mirror doesn’t 
fall and break.
  

Section 2:
PromptWare PLUS

Before installing your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or Smart Phone into 
the adjustable clip, download the PromptWare PLUS™ app from the 
appropriate market. This is a free App from iTunes or the Android Market.

Once the correct app is downloaded 
to your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or 
Smart Phone:Tap on the Listec 
PromptWare PLUS icon   

This will bring up the Scripts page
Note: The Welcome to PromptWare Plus is just a demo script. If you would like to delete, just tap on script and a popup 
menu will come up. Hit Delete and then Yes.
     

Inserting and Editing Scripts:
There are a couple of di�erent ways to start bringing in your scripts to the PromptWare PLUS Software

You can tap the + sign in the upper right hand corner and type your scripts directly into the Edit Script Screen. Then tap 
Save. This will save direct to your Scripts.
 

     

Inserting Scripts via E-Mail Copy and Paste/Typing Scripts into Software and iTunes File Sharing:

You will need an E-Mail account set-up into your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone. Make sure it is set-up to the internet/Wi-Fi or 
your service provider. Once this is complete, you are ready to send your script to your 
E-Mail account. (Note: �les are a .TXT)

Using the Copy and Paste feature, you can transfer your script from the inbox to the PromptWare PLUS 
application. To do this, pressing down and holding at the top of the script in your E-Mail until you see a 
bubble then releasing and selection “Select All”, then tap “Copy”.

Now open the PromptWare PLUS™ application, tap the + sign (top right on the main Scripts page) give the 
script a Title, tap in the Script Text box and tap “Paste”, the “Save” this will load your script into the Script Page. (There is a 
link to a comprehensive video tutorial on how to do copy and paste on the Ti�en web site).
     

   

You can also type your scripts directly into the PromptWare PLUS™ Software
Tap the + sign in right hand corner, your Edit Script page will come up with the curser blinking in the Title. Enter your 
Script name; once this is completed tap in the Script Text box and start typing your script, then tap Save. After the script 
has been Saved it will go right to the Scripts Page.

       

The PromptWare PLUS™ Software will also allow you to use iTunes 
File Sharing:(For the iPod Touch/iPad and iPhones)

Make sure your devise is plugged into your computer that has 
iTunes installed on. This will take a couple of seconds for the 
device and iTunes to Sync.

Click on your device, along the top of the menu click on apps, 
scroll down to “File Sharing”, click on PromptWare, click on the 
add and open the �le you have the scripts saved in and drag into 
the “PromptWare Documents” then click on “Sync”. Once the “Sync” 
is completed your script will now be installed in the PromptWare 
PLUS™ Scripts page.

 

Start Prompting:
Tap on the PromptWare       Tap on the script that you            Then tap on Start                           The script will start prompting
PLUS™ Software App.            would like to prompt
       

Using the Touch Screen to Control Script if no Wireless Remote is being used:
If “Auto Start” feature is enabled your script will start scrolling automatically. If “Auto Start” is disabled you will need to tap 
the screen once to start the script scrolling. 
     

To pause the script, tap the screen once, to resume tap once more. 
To stop prompting pause the script and then tap the “Return” icon 
at the top right of the screen. This is the box with the arrow coming out.
 

Editing Scripts:
From the Script page tap on the script you would like to “Edit”
Place the curse by tapping the script were the changes need to be made, make the changes that are required and tap 
“Save” up in right hand corner.  The script then will be saved back in the Script page.
     

Prompting Settings:
Display Settings
There are four di�erent settings Display Settings, Prompting Settings, Start Settings and Remote Settings
To set just tap on the screen of our choice.

Font Name: There are Font Size: 12 to 120. Font Color:  There are (7) Background Color:  There are 
 (7) di�erent choices.   di�erent colors to select. (7) di�erent colors to select.
 

 

 

 

Scrolling Speed:  If you have not purchased the PW-04 Hardware Kit or the 
PW-04REMOTE this is how you would control your script speed by a �xed setting. 1 
would equal Slow and 10 would equal fast.

 
Slow Time/Fast Time (secs):  The speed of the script can be �ne turned by 
utilizing the “Slow Time” (settings from 4 to 79) and the “Fast Time”(setting 
from 1 to 17) options. This will allow you to input the slowest and the fastest 
times that it takes the “Talent” to read one screen of text. For example:  If at the 
given font size the “Talent” takes between 3 and 5 seconds to read a complete 
screen of text you can then set the “Slow Time” to 3 and the “ Fast Time” to 5, 
then any adjustment to the speed made with the remote control will be 
increments between these two speeds.

   

Justi�cation: There are 3 di�erent setting Left, Center or Right. This is how you would like for your scripts to appear when 
in prompt mode
 

Start Settings: There are two di�erent settings-Auto Start-this will allow the script to start scrolling if “Yes” is checked, If 
“No” is check the once to you start your script if will be in pause mode. You would then have to tap the screen to start the 
scrolling. Start Delay only works if you have Auto Start set to “Yes”, this works just like a countdown clock. This has a 0 
second to a 10 second delay

 

Remote Settings:  This is so you can select your PW-REMOTE (Wireless)
 
(The Wired controller is another option that is available to purchase)
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Break Marker:  This is a character embedded into your script that will allow you to jump to certain points within your 
scripts via using your wireless remote. (< > keys)  The default setting is *#. If you would like to customize this setting-Tap 
on the Break Marker to make your changes. Hit the back space key to clear the default setting and type in the commands 
you prefer utilizing. When scripts are being prepared and jumping to certain points are required insert your commands 
into your scripts. 

     

Screen Setups are a di�erent layout between the iPod Touch 
and the iPad. Once you have opened the PromptWare PLUS™ 
Software below is the layout of the main menu screen. All of 
the settings are the same as the iPod Touch. (Please see above 
for de�nitions.)
 

To start prompting tap on 
box with arrow coming out 
and start.
 

Section 3:
PW-REMOTE:  Wireless Controller
How to turn on the Bluetooth on your devise- go to Settings- General-Bluetooth-turn on. Turn on your PW-REMOTE; the 
Orange LED will light for 2 seconds. Click the Pair/Connect button at top left corner. The Orange LED will blink intermit-
tently. (Now the Remote is under pairing stat and waiting for connection with your device). When prompted type in the 
numbered digits requested and press “ENTER”. The remote now should be connected with your devise. 
(See diagram for key locations)

Key Pad Features:
 

Note:  For Break Marker to work prompting must be in Pause.

PW-REMOTE Overview:
• Battery will discharge if stored for a long period of time without use.
• Use the supplied USB charger lead to charge remote. Red LED light will go out when fully charged
• Suitable temp:  -10c to +55c
• Operating Range:  <10m (32 feet)
• Operating Voltage:  3.3v
• Operating Current: <80mA
• Charge Voltage:  4.2v-5.05v
• Charge Current:  <300mA

Troubleshooting for REMOTE:
• Batteries and polarity OK
• Power switch is ON
• Bluetooth enabled
• Connection is finished

If you would like to lock your devise so it doesn’t automatic �ip while prompting:
Before you start Prompting-Push the home button twice and scroll your icons until you come to the lock icon. Tap on the 
Portrait OrentationUnlocked to lock. If you would like to unlock then tap icon again.  To get out once you have locked or 
unlocked push the home button.

 

Maintenance:
If you need further assistance please go to ListecPWSupport@ti�en.com
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Section 1:
Hardware Setup:
Screw the adjustable adapter holder
to the back plate using the 1/ 4-20
knob provided.   
                                            

A�x prompter hood to the
back plate with the four press studs.   

 

Select the appropriate step ring adapter and 
attach to the camera lens threads. Remove 
the ring adapter from the back plate of the 
hood assembly by loosening the set screw. 
Attach the ring adapter to the step ring on 
the front of the camera. Now attach the 
camera assembly to the hood assembly by 
seating the adapter ring back into the back 
of the hood and tightening the set screw. 
Be sure that the adapter ring is securely seeded 
under the lip in the back plate of the hood.
Note: Please make sure screw is tight. Do not over tighten.   

The trapezoidal mirror has a green dot on the one side. 
This side should be facing out from the camera when installed. 
Add the trapezoidal mirror to the inside of the hood assembly 
by �rst placing the short side of the glass on top of the shelf in 
the back of the unit. Keeping the glass seated on this edge, lift 
the front edge of the glass and �rmly press together the hook 
and loop fastener. Be sure that the hook and loop is engaged 
all the way across the top of the mirror.
Note:  Make sure green do is facing out.  

Mirror Removal: Slid glass removal tool between 
the hook and loop along the top of the hood 
and hold with other hand so mirror doesn’t 
fall and break.
  

Section 2:
PromptWare PLUS

Before installing your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or Smart Phone into 
the adjustable clip, download the PromptWare PLUS™ app from the 
appropriate market. This is a free App from iTunes or the Android Market.

Once the correct app is downloaded 
to your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or 
Smart Phone:Tap on the Listec 
PromptWare PLUS icon   

This will bring up the Scripts page
Note: The Welcome to PromptWare Plus is just a demo script. If you would like to delete, just tap on script and a popup 
menu will come up. Hit Delete and then Yes.
     

Inserting and Editing Scripts:
There are a couple of di�erent ways to start bringing in your scripts to the PromptWare PLUS Software

You can tap the + sign in the upper right hand corner and type your scripts directly into the Edit Script Screen. Then tap 
Save. This will save direct to your Scripts.
 

     

Inserting Scripts via E-Mail Copy and Paste/Typing Scripts into Software and iTunes File Sharing:

You will need an E-Mail account set-up into your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone. Make sure it is set-up to the internet/Wi-Fi or 
your service provider. Once this is complete, you are ready to send your script to your 
E-Mail account. (Note: �les are a .TXT)

Using the Copy and Paste feature, you can transfer your script from the inbox to the PromptWare PLUS 
application. To do this, pressing down and holding at the top of the script in your E-Mail until you see a 
bubble then releasing and selection “Select All”, then tap “Copy”.

Now open the PromptWare PLUS™ application, tap the + sign (top right on the main Scripts page) give the 
script a Title, tap in the Script Text box and tap “Paste”, the “Save” this will load your script into the Script Page. (There is a 
link to a comprehensive video tutorial on how to do copy and paste on the Ti�en web site).
     

   

You can also type your scripts directly into the PromptWare PLUS™ Software
Tap the + sign in right hand corner, your Edit Script page will come up with the curser blinking in the Title. Enter your 
Script name; once this is completed tap in the Script Text box and start typing your script, then tap Save. After the script 
has been Saved it will go right to the Scripts Page.

       

The PromptWare PLUS™ Software will also allow you to use iTunes 
File Sharing:(For the iPod Touch/iPad and iPhones)

Make sure your devise is plugged into your computer that has 
iTunes installed on. This will take a couple of seconds for the 
device and iTunes to Sync.

Click on your device, along the top of the menu click on apps, 
scroll down to “File Sharing”, click on PromptWare, click on the 
add and open the �le you have the scripts saved in and drag into 
the “PromptWare Documents” then click on “Sync”. Once the “Sync” 
is completed your script will now be installed in the PromptWare 
PLUS™ Scripts page.

 

Start Prompting:
Tap on the PromptWare       Tap on the script that you            Then tap on Start                           The script will start prompting
PLUS™ Software App.            would like to prompt
       

Using the Touch Screen to Control Script if no Wireless Remote is being used:
If “Auto Start” feature is enabled your script will start scrolling automatically. If “Auto Start” is disabled you will need to tap 
the screen once to start the script scrolling. 
     

To pause the script, tap the screen once, to resume tap once more. 
To stop prompting pause the script and then tap the “Return” icon 
at the top right of the screen. This is the box with the arrow coming out.
 

Editing Scripts:
From the Script page tap on the script you would like to “Edit”
Place the curse by tapping the script were the changes need to be made, make the changes that are required and tap 
“Save” up in right hand corner.  The script then will be saved back in the Script page.
     

Prompting Settings:
Display Settings
There are four di�erent settings Display Settings, Prompting Settings, Start Settings and Remote Settings
To set just tap on the screen of our choice.

Font Name: There are Font Size: 12 to 120. Font Color:  There are (7) Background Color:  There are 
 (7) di�erent choices.   di�erent colors to select. (7) di�erent colors to select.
 

 

 

 

Scrolling Speed:  If you have not purchased the PW-04 Hardware Kit or the 
PW-04REMOTE this is how you would control your script speed by a �xed setting. 1 
would equal Slow and 10 would equal fast.

 
Slow Time/Fast Time (secs):  The speed of the script can be �ne turned by 
utilizing the “Slow Time” (settings from 4 to 79) and the “Fast Time”(setting 
from 1 to 17) options. This will allow you to input the slowest and the fastest 
times that it takes the “Talent” to read one screen of text. For example:  If at the 
given font size the “Talent” takes between 3 and 5 seconds to read a complete 
screen of text you can then set the “Slow Time” to 3 and the “ Fast Time” to 5, 
then any adjustment to the speed made with the remote control will be 
increments between these two speeds.

   

Justi�cation: There are 3 di�erent setting Left, Center or Right. This is how you would like for your scripts to appear when 
in prompt mode
 

Start Settings: There are two di�erent settings-Auto Start-this will allow the script to start scrolling if “Yes” is checked, If 
“No” is check the once to you start your script if will be in pause mode. You would then have to tap the screen to start the 
scrolling. Start Delay only works if you have Auto Start set to “Yes”, this works just like a countdown clock. This has a 0 
second to a 10 second delay

 

Remote Settings:  This is so you can select your PW-REMOTE (Wireless)
 
(The Wired controller is another option that is available to purchase)
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Break Marker:  This is a character embedded into your script that will allow you to jump to certain points within your 
scripts via using your wireless remote. (< > keys)  The default setting is *#. If you would like to customize this setting-Tap 
on the Break Marker to make your changes. Hit the back space key to clear the default setting and type in the commands 
you prefer utilizing. When scripts are being prepared and jumping to certain points are required insert your commands 
into your scripts. 

     

Screen Setups are a di�erent layout between the iPod Touch 
and the iPad. Once you have opened the PromptWare PLUS™ 
Software below is the layout of the main menu screen. All of 
the settings are the same as the iPod Touch. (Please see above 
for de�nitions.)
 

To start prompting tap on 
box with arrow coming out 
and start.
 

Section 3:
PW-REMOTE:  Wireless Controller
How to turn on the Bluetooth on your devise- go to Settings- General-Bluetooth-turn on. Turn on your PW-REMOTE; the 
Orange LED will light for 2 seconds. Click the Pair/Connect button at top left corner. The Orange LED will blink intermit-
tently. (Now the Remote is under pairing stat and waiting for connection with your device). When prompted type in the 
numbered digits requested and press “ENTER”. The remote now should be connected with your devise. 
(See diagram for key locations)

Key Pad Features:
 

Note:  For Break Marker to work prompting must be in Pause.

PW-REMOTE Overview:
• Battery will discharge if stored for a long period of time without use.
• Use the supplied USB charger lead to charge remote. Red LED light will go out when fully charged
• Suitable temp:  -10c to +55c
• Operating Range:  <10m (32 feet)
• Operating Voltage:  3.3v
• Operating Current: <80mA
• Charge Voltage:  4.2v-5.05v
• Charge Current:  <300mA

Troubleshooting for REMOTE:
• Batteries and polarity OK
• Power switch is ON
• Bluetooth enabled
• Connection is finished

If you would like to lock your devise so it doesn’t automatic �ip while prompting:
Before you start Prompting-Push the home button twice and scroll your icons until you come to the lock icon. Tap on the 
Portrait OrentationUnlocked to lock. If you would like to unlock then tap icon again.  To get out once you have locked or 
unlocked push the home button.

 

Maintenance:
If you need further assistance please go to ListecPWSupport@ti�en.com
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Section 1:
Hardware Setup:
Screw the adjustable adapter holder
to the back plate using the 1/ 4-20
knob provided.   
                                            

A�x prompter hood to the
back plate with the four press studs.   

 

Select the appropriate step ring adapter and 
attach to the camera lens threads. Remove 
the ring adapter from the back plate of the 
hood assembly by loosening the set screw. 
Attach the ring adapter to the step ring on 
the front of the camera. Now attach the 
camera assembly to the hood assembly by 
seating the adapter ring back into the back 
of the hood and tightening the set screw. 
Be sure that the adapter ring is securely seeded 
under the lip in the back plate of the hood.
Note: Please make sure screw is tight. Do not over tighten.   

The trapezoidal mirror has a green dot on the one side. 
This side should be facing out from the camera when installed. 
Add the trapezoidal mirror to the inside of the hood assembly 
by �rst placing the short side of the glass on top of the shelf in 
the back of the unit. Keeping the glass seated on this edge, lift 
the front edge of the glass and �rmly press together the hook 
and loop fastener. Be sure that the hook and loop is engaged 
all the way across the top of the mirror.
Note:  Make sure green do is facing out.  

Mirror Removal: Slid glass removal tool between 
the hook and loop along the top of the hood 
and hold with other hand so mirror doesn’t 
fall and break.
  

Section 2:
PromptWare PLUS

Before installing your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or Smart Phone into 
the adjustable clip, download the PromptWare PLUS™ app from the 
appropriate market. This is a free App from iTunes or the Android Market.

Once the correct app is downloaded 
to your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or 
Smart Phone:Tap on the Listec 
PromptWare PLUS icon   

This will bring up the Scripts page
Note: The Welcome to PromptWare Plus is just a demo script. If you would like to delete, just tap on script and a popup 
menu will come up. Hit Delete and then Yes.
     

Inserting and Editing Scripts:
There are a couple of di�erent ways to start bringing in your scripts to the PromptWare PLUS Software

You can tap the + sign in the upper right hand corner and type your scripts directly into the Edit Script Screen. Then tap 
Save. This will save direct to your Scripts.
 

     

Inserting Scripts via E-Mail Copy and Paste/Typing Scripts into Software and iTunes File Sharing:

You will need an E-Mail account set-up into your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone. Make sure it is set-up to the internet/Wi-Fi or 
your service provider. Once this is complete, you are ready to send your script to your 
E-Mail account. (Note: �les are a .TXT)

Using the Copy and Paste feature, you can transfer your script from the inbox to the PromptWare PLUS 
application. To do this, pressing down and holding at the top of the script in your E-Mail until you see a 
bubble then releasing and selection “Select All”, then tap “Copy”.

Now open the PromptWare PLUS™ application, tap the + sign (top right on the main Scripts page) give the 
script a Title, tap in the Script Text box and tap “Paste”, the “Save” this will load your script into the Script Page. (There is a 
link to a comprehensive video tutorial on how to do copy and paste on the Ti�en web site).
     

   

You can also type your scripts directly into the PromptWare PLUS™ Software
Tap the + sign in right hand corner, your Edit Script page will come up with the curser blinking in the Title. Enter your 
Script name; once this is completed tap in the Script Text box and start typing your script, then tap Save. After the script 
has been Saved it will go right to the Scripts Page.

       

The PromptWare PLUS™ Software will also allow you to use iTunes 
File Sharing:(For the iPod Touch/iPad and iPhones)

Make sure your devise is plugged into your computer that has 
iTunes installed on. This will take a couple of seconds for the 
device and iTunes to Sync.

Click on your device, along the top of the menu click on apps, 
scroll down to “File Sharing”, click on PromptWare, click on the 
add and open the �le you have the scripts saved in and drag into 
the “PromptWare Documents” then click on “Sync”. Once the “Sync” 
is completed your script will now be installed in the PromptWare 
PLUS™ Scripts page.

 

Start Prompting:
Tap on the PromptWare       Tap on the script that you            Then tap on Start                           The script will start prompting
PLUS™ Software App.            would like to prompt
       

Using the Touch Screen to Control Script if no Wireless Remote is being used:
If “Auto Start” feature is enabled your script will start scrolling automatically. If “Auto Start” is disabled you will need to tap 
the screen once to start the script scrolling. 
     

To pause the script, tap the screen once, to resume tap once more. 
To stop prompting pause the script and then tap the “Return” icon 
at the top right of the screen. This is the box with the arrow coming out.
 

Editing Scripts:
From the Script page tap on the script you would like to “Edit”
Place the curse by tapping the script were the changes need to be made, make the changes that are required and tap 
“Save” up in right hand corner.  The script then will be saved back in the Script page.
     

Prompting Settings:
Display Settings
There are four di�erent settings Display Settings, Prompting Settings, Start Settings and Remote Settings
To set just tap on the screen of our choice.

Font Name: There are Font Size: 12 to 120. Font Color:  There are (7) Background Color:  There are 
 (7) di�erent choices.   di�erent colors to select. (7) di�erent colors to select.
 

 

 

 

Scrolling Speed:  If you have not purchased the PW-04 Hardware Kit or the 
PW-04REMOTE this is how you would control your script speed by a �xed setting. 1 
would equal Slow and 10 would equal fast.

 
Slow Time/Fast Time (secs):  The speed of the script can be �ne turned by 
utilizing the “Slow Time” (settings from 4 to 79) and the “Fast Time”(setting 
from 1 to 17) options. This will allow you to input the slowest and the fastest 
times that it takes the “Talent” to read one screen of text. For example:  If at the 
given font size the “Talent” takes between 3 and 5 seconds to read a complete 
screen of text you can then set the “Slow Time” to 3 and the “ Fast Time” to 5, 
then any adjustment to the speed made with the remote control will be 
increments between these two speeds.

   

Justi�cation: There are 3 di�erent setting Left, Center or Right. This is how you would like for your scripts to appear when 
in prompt mode
 

Start Settings: There are two di�erent settings-Auto Start-this will allow the script to start scrolling if “Yes” is checked, If 
“No” is check the once to you start your script if will be in pause mode. You would then have to tap the screen to start the 
scrolling. Start Delay only works if you have Auto Start set to “Yes”, this works just like a countdown clock. This has a 0 
second to a 10 second delay

 

Remote Settings:  This is so you can select your PW-REMOTE (Wireless)
 
(The Wired controller is another option that is available to purchase)
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Break Marker:  This is a character embedded into your script that will allow you to jump to certain points within your 
scripts via using your wireless remote. (< > keys)  The default setting is *#. If you would like to customize this setting-Tap 
on the Break Marker to make your changes. Hit the back space key to clear the default setting and type in the commands 
you prefer utilizing. When scripts are being prepared and jumping to certain points are required insert your commands 
into your scripts. 

     

Screen Setups are a di�erent layout between the iPod Touch 
and the iPad. Once you have opened the PromptWare PLUS™ 
Software below is the layout of the main menu screen. All of 
the settings are the same as the iPod Touch. (Please see above 
for de�nitions.)
 

To start prompting tap on 
box with arrow coming out 
and start.
 

Section 3:
PW-REMOTE:  Wireless Controller
How to turn on the Bluetooth on your devise- go to Settings- General-Bluetooth-turn on. Turn on your PW-REMOTE; the 
Orange LED will light for 2 seconds. Click the Pair/Connect button at top left corner. The Orange LED will blink intermit-
tently. (Now the Remote is under pairing stat and waiting for connection with your device). When prompted type in the 
numbered digits requested and press “ENTER”. The remote now should be connected with your devise. 
(See diagram for key locations)

Key Pad Features:
 

Note:  For Break Marker to work prompting must be in Pause.

PW-REMOTE Overview:
• Battery will discharge if stored for a long period of time without use.
• Use the supplied USB charger lead to charge remote. Red LED light will go out when fully charged
• Suitable temp:  -10c to +55c
• Operating Range:  <10m (32 feet)
• Operating Voltage:  3.3v
• Operating Current: <80mA
• Charge Voltage:  4.2v-5.05v
• Charge Current:  <300mA

Troubleshooting for REMOTE:
• Batteries and polarity OK
• Power switch is ON
• Bluetooth enabled
• Connection is finished

If you would like to lock your devise so it doesn’t automatic �ip while prompting:
Before you start Prompting-Push the home button twice and scroll your icons until you come to the lock icon. Tap on the 
Portrait OrentationUnlocked to lock. If you would like to unlock then tap icon again.  To get out once you have locked or 
unlocked push the home button.

 

Maintenance:
If you need further assistance please go to ListecPWSupport@ti�en.com
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Section 1:
Hardware Setup:
Screw the adjustable adapter holder
to the back plate using the 1/ 4-20
knob provided.   
                                            

A�x prompter hood to the
back plate with the four press studs.   

 

Select the appropriate step ring adapter and 
attach to the camera lens threads. Remove 
the ring adapter from the back plate of the 
hood assembly by loosening the set screw. 
Attach the ring adapter to the step ring on 
the front of the camera. Now attach the 
camera assembly to the hood assembly by 
seating the adapter ring back into the back 
of the hood and tightening the set screw. 
Be sure that the adapter ring is securely seeded 
under the lip in the back plate of the hood.
Note: Please make sure screw is tight. Do not over tighten.   

The trapezoidal mirror has a green dot on the one side. 
This side should be facing out from the camera when installed. 
Add the trapezoidal mirror to the inside of the hood assembly 
by �rst placing the short side of the glass on top of the shelf in 
the back of the unit. Keeping the glass seated on this edge, lift 
the front edge of the glass and �rmly press together the hook 
and loop fastener. Be sure that the hook and loop is engaged 
all the way across the top of the mirror.
Note:  Make sure green do is facing out.  

Mirror Removal: Slid glass removal tool between 
the hook and loop along the top of the hood 
and hold with other hand so mirror doesn’t 
fall and break.
  

Section 2:
PromptWare PLUS

Before installing your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or Smart Phone into 
the adjustable clip, download the PromptWare PLUS™ app from the 
appropriate market. This is a free App from iTunes or the Android Market.

Once the correct app is downloaded 
to your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or 
Smart Phone:Tap on the Listec 
PromptWare PLUS icon   

This will bring up the Scripts page
Note: The Welcome to PromptWare Plus is just a demo script. If you would like to delete, just tap on script and a popup 
menu will come up. Hit Delete and then Yes.
     

Inserting and Editing Scripts:
There are a couple of di�erent ways to start bringing in your scripts to the PromptWare PLUS Software

You can tap the + sign in the upper right hand corner and type your scripts directly into the Edit Script Screen. Then tap 
Save. This will save direct to your Scripts.
 

     

Inserting Scripts via E-Mail Copy and Paste/Typing Scripts into Software and iTunes File Sharing:

You will need an E-Mail account set-up into your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone. Make sure it is set-up to the internet/Wi-Fi or 
your service provider. Once this is complete, you are ready to send your script to your 
E-Mail account. (Note: �les are a .TXT)

Using the Copy and Paste feature, you can transfer your script from the inbox to the PromptWare PLUS 
application. To do this, pressing down and holding at the top of the script in your E-Mail until you see a 
bubble then releasing and selection “Select All”, then tap “Copy”.

Now open the PromptWare PLUS™ application, tap the + sign (top right on the main Scripts page) give the 
script a Title, tap in the Script Text box and tap “Paste”, the “Save” this will load your script into the Script Page. (There is a 
link to a comprehensive video tutorial on how to do copy and paste on the Ti�en web site).
     

   

You can also type your scripts directly into the PromptWare PLUS™ Software
Tap the + sign in right hand corner, your Edit Script page will come up with the curser blinking in the Title. Enter your 
Script name; once this is completed tap in the Script Text box and start typing your script, then tap Save. After the script 
has been Saved it will go right to the Scripts Page.

       

The PromptWare PLUS™ Software will also allow you to use iTunes 
File Sharing:(For the iPod Touch/iPad and iPhones)

Make sure your devise is plugged into your computer that has 
iTunes installed on. This will take a couple of seconds for the 
device and iTunes to Sync.

Click on your device, along the top of the menu click on apps, 
scroll down to “File Sharing”, click on PromptWare, click on the 
add and open the �le you have the scripts saved in and drag into 
the “PromptWare Documents” then click on “Sync”. Once the “Sync” 
is completed your script will now be installed in the PromptWare 
PLUS™ Scripts page.

 

Start Prompting:
Tap on the PromptWare       Tap on the script that you            Then tap on Start                           The script will start prompting
PLUS™ Software App.            would like to prompt
       

Using the Touch Screen to Control Script if no Wireless Remote is being used:
If “Auto Start” feature is enabled your script will start scrolling automatically. If “Auto Start” is disabled you will need to tap 
the screen once to start the script scrolling. 
     

To pause the script, tap the screen once, to resume tap once more. 
To stop prompting pause the script and then tap the “Return” icon 
at the top right of the screen. This is the box with the arrow coming out.
 

Editing Scripts:
From the Script page tap on the script you would like to “Edit”
Place the curse by tapping the script were the changes need to be made, make the changes that are required and tap 
“Save” up in right hand corner.  The script then will be saved back in the Script page.
     

Prompting Settings:
Display Settings
There are four di�erent settings Display Settings, Prompting Settings, Start Settings and Remote Settings
To set just tap on the screen of our choice.

Font Name: There are Font Size: 12 to 120. Font Color:  There are (7) Background Color:  There are 
 (7) di�erent choices.   di�erent colors to select. (7) di�erent colors to select.
 

 

 

 

Scrolling Speed:  If you have not purchased the PW-04 Hardware Kit or the 
PW-04REMOTE this is how you would control your script speed by a �xed setting. 1 
would equal Slow and 10 would equal fast.

 
Slow Time/Fast Time (secs):  The speed of the script can be �ne turned by 
utilizing the “Slow Time” (settings from 4 to 79) and the “Fast Time”(setting 
from 1 to 17) options. This will allow you to input the slowest and the fastest 
times that it takes the “Talent” to read one screen of text. For example:  If at the 
given font size the “Talent” takes between 3 and 5 seconds to read a complete 
screen of text you can then set the “Slow Time” to 3 and the “ Fast Time” to 5, 
then any adjustment to the speed made with the remote control will be 
increments between these two speeds.

   

Prompting Settings: Mirrored Display: If you are going to Loop:  Tap “Yes” if you would like to
Orientation: There are two setting  read your scripts as a direct view enable any script to reset itself
Portrait and Landscape. If you are going  prompter then you would not use the and start from the beginning as
to mount your devise into the PW-04  mirror image. If you are setting up in the soon as the script �nishes. Tap “No”
Hardware you will need to set the  PW-04 Hardware you will have to put  and the script will end at the
Orientation to Landscape. the check in “Yes”. end of the script.

Justi�cation: There are 3 di�erent setting Left, Center or Right. This is how you would like for your scripts to appear when 
in prompt mode
 

Start Settings: There are two di�erent settings-Auto Start-this will allow the script to start scrolling if “Yes” is checked, If 
“No” is check the once to you start your script if will be in pause mode. You would then have to tap the screen to start the 
scrolling. Start Delay only works if you have Auto Start set to “Yes”, this works just like a countdown clock. This has a 0 
second to a 10 second delay

 

Remote Settings:  This is so you can select your PW-REMOTE (Wireless)
 
(The Wired controller is another option that is available to purchase)
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Break Marker:  This is a character embedded into your script that will allow you to jump to certain points within your 
scripts via using your wireless remote. (< > keys)  The default setting is *#. If you would like to customize this setting-Tap 
on the Break Marker to make your changes. Hit the back space key to clear the default setting and type in the commands 
you prefer utilizing. When scripts are being prepared and jumping to certain points are required insert your commands 
into your scripts. 

     

Screen Setups are a di�erent layout between the iPod Touch 
and the iPad. Once you have opened the PromptWare PLUS™ 
Software below is the layout of the main menu screen. All of 
the settings are the same as the iPod Touch. (Please see above 
for de�nitions.)
 

To start prompting tap on 
box with arrow coming out 
and start.
 

Section 3:
PW-REMOTE:  Wireless Controller
How to turn on the Bluetooth on your devise- go to Settings- General-Bluetooth-turn on. Turn on your PW-REMOTE; the 
Orange LED will light for 2 seconds. Click the Pair/Connect button at top left corner. The Orange LED will blink intermit-
tently. (Now the Remote is under pairing stat and waiting for connection with your device). When prompted type in the 
numbered digits requested and press “ENTER”. The remote now should be connected with your devise. 
(See diagram for key locations)

Key Pad Features:
 

Note:  For Break Marker to work prompting must be in Pause.

PW-REMOTE Overview:
• Battery will discharge if stored for a long period of time without use.
• Use the supplied USB charger lead to charge remote. Red LED light will go out when fully charged
• Suitable temp:  -10c to +55c
• Operating Range:  <10m (32 feet)
• Operating Voltage:  3.3v
• Operating Current: <80mA
• Charge Voltage:  4.2v-5.05v
• Charge Current:  <300mA

Troubleshooting for REMOTE:
• Batteries and polarity OK
• Power switch is ON
• Bluetooth enabled
• Connection is finished

If you would like to lock your devise so it doesn’t automatic �ip while prompting:
Before you start Prompting-Push the home button twice and scroll your icons until you come to the lock icon. Tap on the 
Portrait OrentationUnlocked to lock. If you would like to unlock then tap icon again.  To get out once you have locked or 
unlocked push the home button.

 

Maintenance:
If you need further assistance please go to ListecPWSupport@ti�en.com
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Section 1:
Hardware Setup:
Screw the adjustable adapter holder
to the back plate using the 1/ 4-20
knob provided.   
                                            

A�x prompter hood to the
back plate with the four press studs.   

 

Select the appropriate step ring adapter and 
attach to the camera lens threads. Remove 
the ring adapter from the back plate of the 
hood assembly by loosening the set screw. 
Attach the ring adapter to the step ring on 
the front of the camera. Now attach the 
camera assembly to the hood assembly by 
seating the adapter ring back into the back 
of the hood and tightening the set screw. 
Be sure that the adapter ring is securely seeded 
under the lip in the back plate of the hood.
Note: Please make sure screw is tight. Do not over tighten.   

The trapezoidal mirror has a green dot on the one side. 
This side should be facing out from the camera when installed. 
Add the trapezoidal mirror to the inside of the hood assembly 
by �rst placing the short side of the glass on top of the shelf in 
the back of the unit. Keeping the glass seated on this edge, lift 
the front edge of the glass and �rmly press together the hook 
and loop fastener. Be sure that the hook and loop is engaged 
all the way across the top of the mirror.
Note:  Make sure green do is facing out.  

Mirror Removal: Slid glass removal tool between 
the hook and loop along the top of the hood 
and hold with other hand so mirror doesn’t 
fall and break.
  

Section 2:
PromptWare PLUS

Before installing your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or Smart Phone into 
the adjustable clip, download the PromptWare PLUS™ app from the 
appropriate market. This is a free App from iTunes or the Android Market.

Once the correct app is downloaded 
to your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or 
Smart Phone:Tap on the Listec 
PromptWare PLUS icon   

This will bring up the Scripts page
Note: The Welcome to PromptWare Plus is just a demo script. If you would like to delete, just tap on script and a popup 
menu will come up. Hit Delete and then Yes.
     

Inserting and Editing Scripts:
There are a couple of di�erent ways to start bringing in your scripts to the PromptWare PLUS Software

You can tap the + sign in the upper right hand corner and type your scripts directly into the Edit Script Screen. Then tap 
Save. This will save direct to your Scripts.
 

     

Inserting Scripts via E-Mail Copy and Paste/Typing Scripts into Software and iTunes File Sharing:

You will need an E-Mail account set-up into your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone. Make sure it is set-up to the internet/Wi-Fi or 
your service provider. Once this is complete, you are ready to send your script to your 
E-Mail account. (Note: �les are a .TXT)

Using the Copy and Paste feature, you can transfer your script from the inbox to the PromptWare PLUS 
application. To do this, pressing down and holding at the top of the script in your E-Mail until you see a 
bubble then releasing and selection “Select All”, then tap “Copy”.

Now open the PromptWare PLUS™ application, tap the + sign (top right on the main Scripts page) give the 
script a Title, tap in the Script Text box and tap “Paste”, the “Save” this will load your script into the Script Page. (There is a 
link to a comprehensive video tutorial on how to do copy and paste on the Ti�en web site).
     

   

You can also type your scripts directly into the PromptWare PLUS™ Software
Tap the + sign in right hand corner, your Edit Script page will come up with the curser blinking in the Title. Enter your 
Script name; once this is completed tap in the Script Text box and start typing your script, then tap Save. After the script 
has been Saved it will go right to the Scripts Page.

       

The PromptWare PLUS™ Software will also allow you to use iTunes 
File Sharing:(For the iPod Touch/iPad and iPhones)

Make sure your devise is plugged into your computer that has 
iTunes installed on. This will take a couple of seconds for the 
device and iTunes to Sync.

Click on your device, along the top of the menu click on apps, 
scroll down to “File Sharing”, click on PromptWare, click on the 
add and open the �le you have the scripts saved in and drag into 
the “PromptWare Documents” then click on “Sync”. Once the “Sync” 
is completed your script will now be installed in the PromptWare 
PLUS™ Scripts page.

 

Start Prompting:
Tap on the PromptWare       Tap on the script that you            Then tap on Start                           The script will start prompting
PLUS™ Software App.            would like to prompt
       

Using the Touch Screen to Control Script if no Wireless Remote is being used:
If “Auto Start” feature is enabled your script will start scrolling automatically. If “Auto Start” is disabled you will need to tap 
the screen once to start the script scrolling. 
     

To pause the script, tap the screen once, to resume tap once more. 
To stop prompting pause the script and then tap the “Return” icon 
at the top right of the screen. This is the box with the arrow coming out.
 

Editing Scripts:
From the Script page tap on the script you would like to “Edit”
Place the curse by tapping the script were the changes need to be made, make the changes that are required and tap 
“Save” up in right hand corner.  The script then will be saved back in the Script page.
     

Prompting Settings:
Display Settings
There are four di�erent settings Display Settings, Prompting Settings, Start Settings and Remote Settings
To set just tap on the screen of our choice.

Font Name: There are Font Size: 12 to 120. Font Color:  There are (7) Background Color:  There are 
 (7) di�erent choices.   di�erent colors to select. (7) di�erent colors to select.
 

 

 

 

Scrolling Speed:  If you have not purchased the PW-04 Hardware Kit or the 
PW-04REMOTE this is how you would control your script speed by a �xed setting. 1 
would equal Slow and 10 would equal fast.

 
Slow Time/Fast Time (secs):  The speed of the script can be �ne turned by 
utilizing the “Slow Time” (settings from 4 to 79) and the “Fast Time”(setting 
from 1 to 17) options. This will allow you to input the slowest and the fastest 
times that it takes the “Talent” to read one screen of text. For example:  If at the 
given font size the “Talent” takes between 3 and 5 seconds to read a complete 
screen of text you can then set the “Slow Time” to 3 and the “ Fast Time” to 5, 
then any adjustment to the speed made with the remote control will be 
increments between these two speeds.

   

Justi�cation: There are 3 di�erent setting Left, Center or Right. This is how you would like for your scripts to appear when 
in prompt mode
 

Start Settings: There are two di�erent settings-Auto Start-this will allow the script to start scrolling if “Yes” is checked, If 
“No” is check the once to you start your script if will be in pause mode. You would then have to tap the screen to start the 
scrolling. Start Delay only works if you have Auto Start set to “Yes”, this works just like a countdown clock. This has a 0 
second to a 10 second delay

 

Remote Settings:  This is so you can select your PW-REMOTE (Wireless)
 
(The Wired controller is another option that is available to purchase)
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Left Justi�cation  Center Justi�catiion Right Justi�cation

Auto Start Pause Mode Start Delay

Break Marker:  This is a character embedded into your script that will allow you to jump to certain points within your 
scripts via using your wireless remote. (< > keys)  The default setting is *#. If you would like to customize this setting-Tap 
on the Break Marker to make your changes. Hit the back space key to clear the default setting and type in the commands 
you prefer utilizing. When scripts are being prepared and jumping to certain points are required insert your commands 
into your scripts. 

     

Screen Setups are a di�erent layout between the iPod Touch 
and the iPad. Once you have opened the PromptWare PLUS™ 
Software below is the layout of the main menu screen. All of 
the settings are the same as the iPod Touch. (Please see above 
for de�nitions.)
 

To start prompting tap on 
box with arrow coming out 
and start.
 

Section 3:
PW-REMOTE:  Wireless Controller
How to turn on the Bluetooth on your devise- go to Settings- General-Bluetooth-turn on. Turn on your PW-REMOTE; the 
Orange LED will light for 2 seconds. Click the Pair/Connect button at top left corner. The Orange LED will blink intermit-
tently. (Now the Remote is under pairing stat and waiting for connection with your device). When prompted type in the 
numbered digits requested and press “ENTER”. The remote now should be connected with your devise. 
(See diagram for key locations)

Key Pad Features:
 

Note:  For Break Marker to work prompting must be in Pause.

PW-REMOTE Overview:
• Battery will discharge if stored for a long period of time without use.
• Use the supplied USB charger lead to charge remote. Red LED light will go out when fully charged
• Suitable temp:  -10c to +55c
• Operating Range:  <10m (32 feet)
• Operating Voltage:  3.3v
• Operating Current: <80mA
• Charge Voltage:  4.2v-5.05v
• Charge Current:  <300mA

Troubleshooting for REMOTE:
• Batteries and polarity OK
• Power switch is ON
• Bluetooth enabled
• Connection is finished

If you would like to lock your devise so it doesn’t automatic �ip while prompting:
Before you start Prompting-Push the home button twice and scroll your icons until you come to the lock icon. Tap on the 
Portrait OrentationUnlocked to lock. If you would like to unlock then tap icon again.  To get out once you have locked or 
unlocked push the home button.

 

Maintenance:
If you need further assistance please go to ListecPWSupport@ti�en.com
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Section 1:
Hardware Setup:
Screw the adjustable adapter holder
to the back plate using the 1/ 4-20
knob provided.   
                                            

A�x prompter hood to the
back plate with the four press studs.   

 

Select the appropriate step ring adapter and 
attach to the camera lens threads. Remove 
the ring adapter from the back plate of the 
hood assembly by loosening the set screw. 
Attach the ring adapter to the step ring on 
the front of the camera. Now attach the 
camera assembly to the hood assembly by 
seating the adapter ring back into the back 
of the hood and tightening the set screw. 
Be sure that the adapter ring is securely seeded 
under the lip in the back plate of the hood.
Note: Please make sure screw is tight. Do not over tighten.   

The trapezoidal mirror has a green dot on the one side. 
This side should be facing out from the camera when installed. 
Add the trapezoidal mirror to the inside of the hood assembly 
by �rst placing the short side of the glass on top of the shelf in 
the back of the unit. Keeping the glass seated on this edge, lift 
the front edge of the glass and �rmly press together the hook 
and loop fastener. Be sure that the hook and loop is engaged 
all the way across the top of the mirror.
Note:  Make sure green do is facing out.  

Mirror Removal: Slid glass removal tool between 
the hook and loop along the top of the hood 
and hold with other hand so mirror doesn’t 
fall and break.
  

Section 2:
PromptWare PLUS

Before installing your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or Smart Phone into 
the adjustable clip, download the PromptWare PLUS™ app from the 
appropriate market. This is a free App from iTunes or the Android Market.

Once the correct app is downloaded 
to your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or 
Smart Phone:Tap on the Listec 
PromptWare PLUS icon   

This will bring up the Scripts page
Note: The Welcome to PromptWare Plus is just a demo script. If you would like to delete, just tap on script and a popup 
menu will come up. Hit Delete and then Yes.
     

Inserting and Editing Scripts:
There are a couple of di�erent ways to start bringing in your scripts to the PromptWare PLUS Software

You can tap the + sign in the upper right hand corner and type your scripts directly into the Edit Script Screen. Then tap 
Save. This will save direct to your Scripts.
 

     

Inserting Scripts via E-Mail Copy and Paste/Typing Scripts into Software and iTunes File Sharing:

You will need an E-Mail account set-up into your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone. Make sure it is set-up to the internet/Wi-Fi or 
your service provider. Once this is complete, you are ready to send your script to your 
E-Mail account. (Note: �les are a .TXT)

Using the Copy and Paste feature, you can transfer your script from the inbox to the PromptWare PLUS 
application. To do this, pressing down and holding at the top of the script in your E-Mail until you see a 
bubble then releasing and selection “Select All”, then tap “Copy”.

Now open the PromptWare PLUS™ application, tap the + sign (top right on the main Scripts page) give the 
script a Title, tap in the Script Text box and tap “Paste”, the “Save” this will load your script into the Script Page. (There is a 
link to a comprehensive video tutorial on how to do copy and paste on the Ti�en web site).
     

   

You can also type your scripts directly into the PromptWare PLUS™ Software
Tap the + sign in right hand corner, your Edit Script page will come up with the curser blinking in the Title. Enter your 
Script name; once this is completed tap in the Script Text box and start typing your script, then tap Save. After the script 
has been Saved it will go right to the Scripts Page.

       

The PromptWare PLUS™ Software will also allow you to use iTunes 
File Sharing:(For the iPod Touch/iPad and iPhones)

Make sure your devise is plugged into your computer that has 
iTunes installed on. This will take a couple of seconds for the 
device and iTunes to Sync.

Click on your device, along the top of the menu click on apps, 
scroll down to “File Sharing”, click on PromptWare, click on the 
add and open the �le you have the scripts saved in and drag into 
the “PromptWare Documents” then click on “Sync”. Once the “Sync” 
is completed your script will now be installed in the PromptWare 
PLUS™ Scripts page.

 

Start Prompting:
Tap on the PromptWare       Tap on the script that you            Then tap on Start                           The script will start prompting
PLUS™ Software App.            would like to prompt
       

Using the Touch Screen to Control Script if no Wireless Remote is being used:
If “Auto Start” feature is enabled your script will start scrolling automatically. If “Auto Start” is disabled you will need to tap 
the screen once to start the script scrolling. 
     

To pause the script, tap the screen once, to resume tap once more. 
To stop prompting pause the script and then tap the “Return” icon 
at the top right of the screen. This is the box with the arrow coming out.
 

Editing Scripts:
From the Script page tap on the script you would like to “Edit”
Place the curse by tapping the script were the changes need to be made, make the changes that are required and tap 
“Save” up in right hand corner.  The script then will be saved back in the Script page.
     

Prompting Settings:
Display Settings
There are four di�erent settings Display Settings, Prompting Settings, Start Settings and Remote Settings
To set just tap on the screen of our choice.

Font Name: There are Font Size: 12 to 120. Font Color:  There are (7) Background Color:  There are 
 (7) di�erent choices.   di�erent colors to select. (7) di�erent colors to select.
 

 

 

 

Scrolling Speed:  If you have not purchased the PW-04 Hardware Kit or the 
PW-04REMOTE this is how you would control your script speed by a �xed setting. 1 
would equal Slow and 10 would equal fast.

 
Slow Time/Fast Time (secs):  The speed of the script can be �ne turned by 
utilizing the “Slow Time” (settings from 4 to 79) and the “Fast Time”(setting 
from 1 to 17) options. This will allow you to input the slowest and the fastest 
times that it takes the “Talent” to read one screen of text. For example:  If at the 
given font size the “Talent” takes between 3 and 5 seconds to read a complete 
screen of text you can then set the “Slow Time” to 3 and the “ Fast Time” to 5, 
then any adjustment to the speed made with the remote control will be 
increments between these two speeds.

   

Justi�cation: There are 3 di�erent setting Left, Center or Right. This is how you would like for your scripts to appear when 
in prompt mode
 

Start Settings: There are two di�erent settings-Auto Start-this will allow the script to start scrolling if “Yes” is checked, If 
“No” is check the once to you start your script if will be in pause mode. You would then have to tap the screen to start the 
scrolling. Start Delay only works if you have Auto Start set to “Yes”, this works just like a countdown clock. This has a 0 
second to a 10 second delay

 

Remote Settings:  This is so you can select your PW-REMOTE (Wireless)
 
(The Wired controller is another option that is available to purchase)
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Break Marker:  This is a character embedded into your script that will allow you to jump to certain points within your 
scripts via using your wireless remote. (< > keys)  The default setting is *#. If you would like to customize this setting-Tap 
on the Break Marker to make your changes. Hit the back space key to clear the default setting and type in the commands 
you prefer utilizing. When scripts are being prepared and jumping to certain points are required insert your commands 
into your scripts. 

     

Screen Setups are a di�erent layout between the iPod Touch 
and the iPad. Once you have opened the PromptWare PLUS™ 
Software below is the layout of the main menu screen. All of 
the settings are the same as the iPod Touch. (Please see above 
for de�nitions.)
 

To start prompting tap on 
box with arrow coming out 
and start.
 

Section 3:
PW-REMOTE:  Wireless Controller
How to turn on the Bluetooth on your devise- go to Settings- General-Bluetooth-turn on. Turn on your PW-REMOTE; the 
Orange LED will light for 2 seconds. Click the Pair/Connect button at top left corner. The Orange LED will blink intermit-
tently. (Now the Remote is under pairing stat and waiting for connection with your device). When prompted type in the 
numbered digits requested and press “ENTER”. The remote now should be connected with your devise. 
(See diagram for key locations)

Key Pad Features:
 

Note:  For Break Marker to work prompting must be in Pause.

PW-REMOTE Overview:
• Battery will discharge if stored for a long period of time without use.
• Use the supplied USB charger lead to charge remote. Red LED light will go out when fully charged
• Suitable temp:  -10c to +55c
• Operating Range:  <10m (32 feet)
• Operating Voltage:  3.3v
• Operating Current: <80mA
• Charge Voltage:  4.2v-5.05v
• Charge Current:  <300mA

Troubleshooting for REMOTE:
• Batteries and polarity OK
• Power switch is ON
• Bluetooth enabled
• Connection is finished

If you would like to lock your devise so it doesn’t automatic �ip while prompting:
Before you start Prompting-Push the home button twice and scroll your icons until you come to the lock icon. Tap on the 
Portrait OrentationUnlocked to lock. If you would like to unlock then tap icon again.  To get out once you have locked or 
unlocked push the home button.

 

Maintenance:
If you need further assistance please go to ListecPWSupport@ti�en.com
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Section 1:
Hardware Setup:
Screw the adjustable adapter holder
to the back plate using the 1/ 4-20
knob provided.   
                                            

A�x prompter hood to the
back plate with the four press studs.   

 

Select the appropriate step ring adapter and 
attach to the camera lens threads. Remove 
the ring adapter from the back plate of the 
hood assembly by loosening the set screw. 
Attach the ring adapter to the step ring on 
the front of the camera. Now attach the 
camera assembly to the hood assembly by 
seating the adapter ring back into the back 
of the hood and tightening the set screw. 
Be sure that the adapter ring is securely seeded 
under the lip in the back plate of the hood.
Note: Please make sure screw is tight. Do not over tighten.   

The trapezoidal mirror has a green dot on the one side. 
This side should be facing out from the camera when installed. 
Add the trapezoidal mirror to the inside of the hood assembly 
by �rst placing the short side of the glass on top of the shelf in 
the back of the unit. Keeping the glass seated on this edge, lift 
the front edge of the glass and �rmly press together the hook 
and loop fastener. Be sure that the hook and loop is engaged 
all the way across the top of the mirror.
Note:  Make sure green do is facing out.  

Mirror Removal: Slid glass removal tool between 
the hook and loop along the top of the hood 
and hold with other hand so mirror doesn’t 
fall and break.
  

Section 2:
PromptWare PLUS

Before installing your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or Smart Phone into 
the adjustable clip, download the PromptWare PLUS™ app from the 
appropriate market. This is a free App from iTunes or the Android Market.

Once the correct app is downloaded 
to your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or 
Smart Phone:Tap on the Listec 
PromptWare PLUS icon   

This will bring up the Scripts page
Note: The Welcome to PromptWare Plus is just a demo script. If you would like to delete, just tap on script and a popup 
menu will come up. Hit Delete and then Yes.
     

Inserting and Editing Scripts:
There are a couple of di�erent ways to start bringing in your scripts to the PromptWare PLUS Software

You can tap the + sign in the upper right hand corner and type your scripts directly into the Edit Script Screen. Then tap 
Save. This will save direct to your Scripts.
 

     

Inserting Scripts via E-Mail Copy and Paste/Typing Scripts into Software and iTunes File Sharing:

You will need an E-Mail account set-up into your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone. Make sure it is set-up to the internet/Wi-Fi or 
your service provider. Once this is complete, you are ready to send your script to your 
E-Mail account. (Note: �les are a .TXT)

Using the Copy and Paste feature, you can transfer your script from the inbox to the PromptWare PLUS 
application. To do this, pressing down and holding at the top of the script in your E-Mail until you see a 
bubble then releasing and selection “Select All”, then tap “Copy”.

Now open the PromptWare PLUS™ application, tap the + sign (top right on the main Scripts page) give the 
script a Title, tap in the Script Text box and tap “Paste”, the “Save” this will load your script into the Script Page. (There is a 
link to a comprehensive video tutorial on how to do copy and paste on the Ti�en web site).
     

   

You can also type your scripts directly into the PromptWare PLUS™ Software
Tap the + sign in right hand corner, your Edit Script page will come up with the curser blinking in the Title. Enter your 
Script name; once this is completed tap in the Script Text box and start typing your script, then tap Save. After the script 
has been Saved it will go right to the Scripts Page.

       

The PromptWare PLUS™ Software will also allow you to use iTunes 
File Sharing:(For the iPod Touch/iPad and iPhones)

Make sure your devise is plugged into your computer that has 
iTunes installed on. This will take a couple of seconds for the 
device and iTunes to Sync.

Click on your device, along the top of the menu click on apps, 
scroll down to “File Sharing”, click on PromptWare, click on the 
add and open the �le you have the scripts saved in and drag into 
the “PromptWare Documents” then click on “Sync”. Once the “Sync” 
is completed your script will now be installed in the PromptWare 
PLUS™ Scripts page.

 

Start Prompting:
Tap on the PromptWare       Tap on the script that you            Then tap on Start                           The script will start prompting
PLUS™ Software App.            would like to prompt
       

Using the Touch Screen to Control Script if no Wireless Remote is being used:
If “Auto Start” feature is enabled your script will start scrolling automatically. If “Auto Start” is disabled you will need to tap 
the screen once to start the script scrolling. 
     

To pause the script, tap the screen once, to resume tap once more. 
To stop prompting pause the script and then tap the “Return” icon 
at the top right of the screen. This is the box with the arrow coming out.
 

Editing Scripts:
From the Script page tap on the script you would like to “Edit”
Place the curse by tapping the script were the changes need to be made, make the changes that are required and tap 
“Save” up in right hand corner.  The script then will be saved back in the Script page.
     

Prompting Settings:
Display Settings
There are four di�erent settings Display Settings, Prompting Settings, Start Settings and Remote Settings
To set just tap on the screen of our choice.

Font Name: There are Font Size: 12 to 120. Font Color:  There are (7) Background Color:  There are 
 (7) di�erent choices.   di�erent colors to select. (7) di�erent colors to select.
 

 

 

 

Scrolling Speed:  If you have not purchased the PW-04 Hardware Kit or the 
PW-04REMOTE this is how you would control your script speed by a �xed setting. 1 
would equal Slow and 10 would equal fast.

 
Slow Time/Fast Time (secs):  The speed of the script can be �ne turned by 
utilizing the “Slow Time” (settings from 4 to 79) and the “Fast Time”(setting 
from 1 to 17) options. This will allow you to input the slowest and the fastest 
times that it takes the “Talent” to read one screen of text. For example:  If at the 
given font size the “Talent” takes between 3 and 5 seconds to read a complete 
screen of text you can then set the “Slow Time” to 3 and the “ Fast Time” to 5, 
then any adjustment to the speed made with the remote control will be 
increments between these two speeds.

   

Justi�cation: There are 3 di�erent setting Left, Center or Right. This is how you would like for your scripts to appear when 
in prompt mode
 

Start Settings: There are two di�erent settings-Auto Start-this will allow the script to start scrolling if “Yes” is checked, If 
“No” is check the once to you start your script if will be in pause mode. You would then have to tap the screen to start the 
scrolling. Start Delay only works if you have Auto Start set to “Yes”, this works just like a countdown clock. This has a 0 
second to a 10 second delay

 

Remote Settings:  This is so you can select your PW-REMOTE (Wireless)
 
(The Wired controller is another option that is available to purchase)
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Break Marker:  This is a character embedded into your script that will allow you to jump to certain points within your 
scripts via using your wireless remote. (< > keys)  The default setting is *#. If you would like to customize this setting-Tap 
on the Break Marker to make your changes. Hit the back space key to clear the default setting and type in the commands 
you prefer utilizing. When scripts are being prepared and jumping to certain points are required insert your commands 
into your scripts. 

     

Screen Setups are a di�erent layout between the iPod Touch 
and the iPad. Once you have opened the PromptWare PLUS™ 
Software below is the layout of the main menu screen. All of 
the settings are the same as the iPod Touch. (Please see above 
for de�nitions.)
 

To start prompting tap on 
box with arrow coming out 
and start.
 

Section 3:
PW-REMOTE:  Wireless Controller
How to turn on the Bluetooth on your devise- go to Settings- General-Bluetooth-turn on. Turn on your PW-REMOTE; the 
Orange LED will light for 2 seconds. Click the Pair/Connect button at top left corner. The Orange LED will blink intermit-
tently. (Now the Remote is under pairing stat and waiting for connection with your device). When prompted type in the 
numbered digits requested and press “ENTER”. The remote now should be connected with your devise. 
(See diagram for key locations)

Key Pad Features:
 

Note:  For Break Marker to work prompting must be in Pause.

PW-REMOTE Overview:
• Battery will discharge if stored for a long period of time without use.
• Use the supplied USB charger lead to charge remote. Red LED light will go out when fully charged
• Suitable temp:  -10c to +55c
• Operating Range:  <10m (32 feet)
• Operating Voltage:  3.3v
• Operating Current: <80mA
• Charge Voltage:  4.2v-5.05v
• Charge Current:  <300mA

Troubleshooting for REMOTE:
• Batteries and polarity OK
• Power switch is ON
• Bluetooth enabled
• Connection is finished

If you would like to lock your devise so it doesn’t automatic �ip while prompting:
Before you start Prompting-Push the home button twice and scroll your icons until you come to the lock icon. Tap on the 
Portrait OrentationUnlocked to lock. If you would like to unlock then tap icon again.  To get out once you have locked or 
unlocked push the home button.

 

Maintenance:
If you need further assistance please go to ListecPWSupport@ti�en.com
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Section 1:
Hardware Setup:
Screw the adjustable adapter holder
to the back plate using the 1/ 4-20
knob provided.   
                                            

A�x prompter hood to the
back plate with the four press studs.   

 

Select the appropriate step ring adapter and 
attach to the camera lens threads. Remove 
the ring adapter from the back plate of the 
hood assembly by loosening the set screw. 
Attach the ring adapter to the step ring on 
the front of the camera. Now attach the 
camera assembly to the hood assembly by 
seating the adapter ring back into the back 
of the hood and tightening the set screw. 
Be sure that the adapter ring is securely seeded 
under the lip in the back plate of the hood.
Note: Please make sure screw is tight. Do not over tighten.   

The trapezoidal mirror has a green dot on the one side. 
This side should be facing out from the camera when installed. 
Add the trapezoidal mirror to the inside of the hood assembly 
by �rst placing the short side of the glass on top of the shelf in 
the back of the unit. Keeping the glass seated on this edge, lift 
the front edge of the glass and �rmly press together the hook 
and loop fastener. Be sure that the hook and loop is engaged 
all the way across the top of the mirror.
Note:  Make sure green do is facing out.  

Mirror Removal: Slid glass removal tool between 
the hook and loop along the top of the hood 
and hold with other hand so mirror doesn’t 
fall and break.
  

Section 2:
PromptWare PLUS

Before installing your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or Smart Phone into 
the adjustable clip, download the PromptWare PLUS™ app from the 
appropriate market. This is a free App from iTunes or the Android Market.

Once the correct app is downloaded 
to your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone or 
Smart Phone:Tap on the Listec 
PromptWare PLUS icon   

This will bring up the Scripts page
Note: The Welcome to PromptWare Plus is just a demo script. If you would like to delete, just tap on script and a popup 
menu will come up. Hit Delete and then Yes.
     

Inserting and Editing Scripts:
There are a couple of di�erent ways to start bringing in your scripts to the PromptWare PLUS Software

You can tap the + sign in the upper right hand corner and type your scripts directly into the Edit Script Screen. Then tap 
Save. This will save direct to your Scripts.
 

     

Inserting Scripts via E-Mail Copy and Paste/Typing Scripts into Software and iTunes File Sharing:

You will need an E-Mail account set-up into your iPod Touch/iPad/iPhone. Make sure it is set-up to the internet/Wi-Fi or 
your service provider. Once this is complete, you are ready to send your script to your 
E-Mail account. (Note: �les are a .TXT)

Using the Copy and Paste feature, you can transfer your script from the inbox to the PromptWare PLUS 
application. To do this, pressing down and holding at the top of the script in your E-Mail until you see a 
bubble then releasing and selection “Select All”, then tap “Copy”.

Now open the PromptWare PLUS™ application, tap the + sign (top right on the main Scripts page) give the 
script a Title, tap in the Script Text box and tap “Paste”, the “Save” this will load your script into the Script Page. (There is a 
link to a comprehensive video tutorial on how to do copy and paste on the Ti�en web site).
     

   

You can also type your scripts directly into the PromptWare PLUS™ Software
Tap the + sign in right hand corner, your Edit Script page will come up with the curser blinking in the Title. Enter your 
Script name; once this is completed tap in the Script Text box and start typing your script, then tap Save. After the script 
has been Saved it will go right to the Scripts Page.

       

The PromptWare PLUS™ Software will also allow you to use iTunes 
File Sharing:(For the iPod Touch/iPad and iPhones)

Make sure your devise is plugged into your computer that has 
iTunes installed on. This will take a couple of seconds for the 
device and iTunes to Sync.

Click on your device, along the top of the menu click on apps, 
scroll down to “File Sharing”, click on PromptWare, click on the 
add and open the �le you have the scripts saved in and drag into 
the “PromptWare Documents” then click on “Sync”. Once the “Sync” 
is completed your script will now be installed in the PromptWare 
PLUS™ Scripts page.

 

Start Prompting:
Tap on the PromptWare       Tap on the script that you            Then tap on Start                           The script will start prompting
PLUS™ Software App.            would like to prompt
       

Using the Touch Screen to Control Script if no Wireless Remote is being used:
If “Auto Start” feature is enabled your script will start scrolling automatically. If “Auto Start” is disabled you will need to tap 
the screen once to start the script scrolling. 
     

To pause the script, tap the screen once, to resume tap once more. 
To stop prompting pause the script and then tap the “Return” icon 
at the top right of the screen. This is the box with the arrow coming out.
 

Editing Scripts:
From the Script page tap on the script you would like to “Edit”
Place the curse by tapping the script were the changes need to be made, make the changes that are required and tap 
“Save” up in right hand corner.  The script then will be saved back in the Script page.
     

Prompting Settings:
Display Settings
There are four di�erent settings Display Settings, Prompting Settings, Start Settings and Remote Settings
To set just tap on the screen of our choice.

Font Name: There are Font Size: 12 to 120. Font Color:  There are (7) Background Color:  There are 
 (7) di�erent choices.   di�erent colors to select. (7) di�erent colors to select.
 

 

 

 

Scrolling Speed:  If you have not purchased the PW-04 Hardware Kit or the 
PW-04REMOTE this is how you would control your script speed by a �xed setting. 1 
would equal Slow and 10 would equal fast.

 
Slow Time/Fast Time (secs):  The speed of the script can be �ne turned by 
utilizing the “Slow Time” (settings from 4 to 79) and the “Fast Time”(setting 
from 1 to 17) options. This will allow you to input the slowest and the fastest 
times that it takes the “Talent” to read one screen of text. For example:  If at the 
given font size the “Talent” takes between 3 and 5 seconds to read a complete 
screen of text you can then set the “Slow Time” to 3 and the “ Fast Time” to 5, 
then any adjustment to the speed made with the remote control will be 
increments between these two speeds.

   

Justi�cation: There are 3 di�erent setting Left, Center or Right. This is how you would like for your scripts to appear when 
in prompt mode
 

Start Settings: There are two di�erent settings-Auto Start-this will allow the script to start scrolling if “Yes” is checked, If 
“No” is check the once to you start your script if will be in pause mode. You would then have to tap the screen to start the 
scrolling. Start Delay only works if you have Auto Start set to “Yes”, this works just like a countdown clock. This has a 0 
second to a 10 second delay

 

Remote Settings:  This is so you can select your PW-REMOTE (Wireless)
 
(The Wired controller is another option that is available to purchase)
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Break Marker:  This is a character embedded into your script that will allow you to jump to certain points within your 
scripts via using your wireless remote. (< > keys)  The default setting is *#. If you would like to customize this setting-Tap 
on the Break Marker to make your changes. Hit the back space key to clear the default setting and type in the commands 
you prefer utilizing. When scripts are being prepared and jumping to certain points are required insert your commands 
into your scripts. 

     

Screen Setups are a di�erent layout between the iPod Touch 
and the iPad. Once you have opened the PromptWare PLUS™ 
Software below is the layout of the main menu screen. All of 
the settings are the same as the iPod Touch. (Please see above 
for de�nitions.)
 

To start prompting tap on 
box with arrow coming out 
and start.
 

Section 3:
PW-REMOTE:  Wireless Controller
How to turn on the Bluetooth on your devise- go to Settings- General-Bluetooth-turn on. Turn on your PW-REMOTE; the 
Orange LED will light for 2 seconds. Click the Pair/Connect button at top left corner. The Orange LED will blink intermit-
tently. (Now the Remote is under pairing stat and waiting for connection with your device). When prompted type in the 
numbered digits requested and press “ENTER”. The remote now should be connected with your devise. 
(See diagram for key locations)

Key Pad Features:
 

Note:  For Break Marker to work prompting must be in Pause.

PW-REMOTE Overview:
• Battery will discharge if stored for a long period of time without use.
• Use the supplied USB charger lead to charge remote. Red LED light will go out when fully charged
• Suitable temp:  -10c to +55c
• Operating Range:  <10m (32 feet)
• Operating Voltage:  3.3v
• Operating Current: <80mA
• Charge Voltage:  4.2v-5.05v
• Charge Current:  <300mA

Troubleshooting for REMOTE:
• Batteries and polarity OK
• Power switch is ON
• Bluetooth enabled
• Connection is finished

If you would like to lock your devise so it doesn’t automatic �ip while prompting:
Before you start Prompting-Push the home button twice and scroll your icons until you come to the lock icon. Tap on the 
Portrait OrentationUnlocked to lock. If you would like to unlock then tap icon again.  To get out once you have locked or 
unlocked push the home button.

 

Maintenance:
If you need further assistance please go to ListecPWSupport@ti�en.com
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